R ECENT R EVIEWS
The Encyclopedia of War Journalism
“Although a number of first‐person accounts and reference books exist on the topic of war‐time
reporting, this work stands head and shoulders above the rest with its depth and breadth of coverage of all
aspects of war journalism. From Anderson Cooper to carrier pigeons, to the descriptions of media tools like
‘the BBC/CNN effect’ and the role of communications from subversive terrorism groups like ISIS/ISIL on
public perception of key players in local and international conflicts, this encyclopedia is globally expansive,
informative, and well‐documented reference text which would be a valuable contribution to any public,
academic, or special‐interest library collection.”
‐Reference Reviews
“The Encyclopedia of War Journalism is a one‐volume reference that offers up‐to‐date coverage of a
sometimes obscure, but nonetheless important topic. It gathers together relevant biographical facts about
both well and lesser known war journalists and combines those facts with coverage of other important and
related topics to offer a handy and useful background source for students doing research in the area. It is
one of those titles that could easily find a place in either references or circulating collections.”
‐Against the Grain
“From 'Patton Slapping Incident' to 'Confederate Press Association,' this dictionary's brief, readable
alphabetical entries cover all aspects of war journalism, including war correspondents, from the Mexican
War to Vietnam.... this source is an excellent starting point for beginning researchers and librarians seeking
ready reference material.”
–Choice
“...helps to fill a gap in the historical record of both wars and journalists....is a handy and
readable reference.”
–Communications Booknotes Quarterly
“This book is not only a welcome contribution, but also a much needed one.”
–Military and Naval History Journal
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